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Top 30
Crowd Favorites
Best of Awards
o Best Wheels
o Best Wrap
o Best Air Setup
o Best Static
o Best Engine
o Kleen Freaks Choice
o Best Club

Best of &
Crowd Favorites

Top
30 selection
“Best
of” &
Crwd favorite
Mutts Nuts
All Euros

We introduced the Mutts Nuts pre-selections with ET4, and are glad to say, it is coming back to
ET5. We hand pick a selection of cars to go through a screening process that embodied Euro Tripper
and gave them a nickname and entry into a dedicated section of the event. The nickname came
about from the UK scene that describes something as being “awesome” and that name was coined
the “Mutts Nuts”. The “Mutts Nuts” owners had submitted their stories and vehicles ahead of time that
allowed for us to select a group of them to represent the “Mutts Nuts” field. As a thank you, they were
given a special “Mutts Nuts” pamphlet that includes a special edition air freshener that serves as their
pass into their dedicated section.
During the event, our staff will vote for what we feel are the top 30 vehicles, focusing primarily
on Mutts Nuts cars. During the awards presentation, the top 30 will be awarded a custom
made Euro Tripper trophy and a special dition “Mutts Nuts” decal for their vehicle. Are hopes
are that they will display the special edition decal with pride on their vehicle for as long as
possible.
You, the crowd will be given a chance to cast your votes for your favorite vehicles during the
event, by filling out a voting form. Each voting form has up to 3 selections and the forms must
be turned in by 3:00 pm.
A selection of the winners will be asked to park their vehicles onto our stage for the backdrop
of our awards presentation. This will be determined during the event subject to a number of
logistical and safety factors to ensure the safety of everyone involved.

